Belvedere Trading

Founded in 2002, Belvedere trading is a leading proprietary trading firm. We specialize in equity index, fixed income, and commodity derivatives. We trade electronically from our headquarters in downtown Chicago, and utilize our own proprietary technology, trading models/strategies, and risk management capabilities.

**PLEASE APPLY FOR OUR TRADING/TECHNOLOGY POSITIONS ON BRUINVIEW BY OCTOBER 18TH TO BE CONSIDERED FOR ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS!**

**Trading**

- Full Immersion trader trainee program that combines mock trading simulations and option theory classes with on the job training to promote a comprehensive, hands-on learning environment
- Collaborative working environment that emphasizes open communication between all groups
- Rotate through equity indexes and commodities’ desks
- Progressive learning environment and strong mentorship program.

**Technology**

- Use multiple programming languages to develop trading software and applications
- End-users are your co-workers so you will see your software in action from the second its deployed
- Utilizing an agile development methodology we launch updates to our software within weeks rather than months or years.
- Time is budgeted to allow employees to explore new technologies

**For more information visit** [www.belvedereTrading.com](http://www.belvedereTrading.com)